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A LOOP CONDITION FOR EMBEDDED COMPACTA

D. CORAM 1, R. J. DAVERMAN2, AND P. F. DUVALL, JR. 1

ABSTRACT.   In this paper we consider a version  (SLC) of the cellu-

larity criterion which applies to embeddings of arbitrary compacta.  It is

shown that if the continuum X c E", dim X < n — 3, has the shape of a

finite 7c-complex K, 2k  +  1 < n, and satisfies the  SLC, then X  has arbi-

trarily small neighborhoods which are regular neighborhoods of a copy of K.

0.   Introduction.   Beginning with McMillan's cellularity criterion  [17],

loop shrinking conditions have proven useful in the study of compacta wildly

embedded in  PL manifolds.  The cellularity criterion was applied to embed-

dings of non cell-like compacta in  [5],  [6], [10], [ll], [20], [21], and Daver-

man  [8] used a similar condition to study embeddings of S  .  In this paper

we consider a condition suggested by an observation in   [13], which we call

the small loops condition (SLC). In § 1 we indicate the relation of SLC to

other conditions;  in § 2 we show that if  X has the shape of a finite complex

K, SLC is a sufficient (with codimension) condition for  X to be contained

in small regular neighborhoods  of  K;  and in  V 3 we study some mechanical

properties of the SLC.

As is usual when considering an embedding of a possibly nonlocally

connected compactum X in a manifold M, we use so-called "t/V-properties"

extensively.  These properties generally begin with the phrase, "for the em-

bedding X C M, given any open set  U containing X, there is an open set V

with  X C V C U," and go on to state the property in terms of   U and  V.   This

occurs so frequently that we adopt D. R. McMillan's convention of contracting

this phrase to   "UV(X C M)."

We use the notations  E"  for Euclidean 72-space,  B"  for the standard

72-ball in  E", and S"~     for the standard  (72 - l)-sphere in  E".  Similarly, we

use superscripts to denote the dimension of other polyhedra.

Singular homology and Cech cohomology with integral coefficients are

denoted H^  and H     with the coefficients suppressed.   A pair of spaces

(X,   A)   is  said to  be  n-connect.ed for   n > 0   if for   0 < k < n   every map
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/: (B , 5       ) —» (X, A) is homotopic  as a map of pairs to  a map  g:

iBk, Sk~l) — (X, A)  such that giBk) C A.   We use  [22] as a general refer-

ence for algebraic topics.

A map f: S    —> M  is called a loop in  M, and if the diameter of ftS ) is

less than some positive number e, f is called an  e-loop in  M.

1.   Loop conditions.    Throughout this section let  X  be a compactum

embedded in the interior of the   PL  manifold  M".  We say that  X   satisfies

the small loops condition (SLC) if  UViX C M) and there exists an  e > 0

such that each  f-loop in   V - X is null-homotopic in   U - X.   We omit the

proof of the following standard fact.

Lemma 1.1.   Suppose  dim X < n - 2 and that  f: K —> M"  is a map of a

finite   1-complex such that fiL) O X = 0 for some subcomplex  L C K.   Then

for each  e > 0  there is a homotopy  h: K x I —► M rel(L)  such that  hQ = f,

h AK) n X = 0, and the diameter of hi\k\ x l) is less than  e for each k e K.

Lemma 1.2.   // dim X < k, then for each point p e X and neighborhood

U  of p, there is a neighborhood V of p,   V C U, such that H .(V - X) = 0 for

i < n — k — 2.

Proof.   For a neighborhood  U of p, let  V be a neighborhood of p  such

that   VCt/ and  V is homeomorphic to  R".  Let   V U !<*>} be the one point

compactification of   V   and let   Y  be   (X  i~l  V)  U  S~|.   Then   dim  Y < k   [l5]

so that  H'iY) = 0 for  i > k.   The proof of the lemma is completed by applying

Alexander duality to   V U \<*>\ S* 5".

Remark.    If M is compact, we may restate the conclusion of Lemma 1.2

by saying that  M - X is   ulcn~k~2  [12].

Theorem 1.3. // X is connected, dim X < ra - 3, and X satisfies the

SLC, then iU, U — X) is 2-connected for each connected neighborhood U

of X.

Proof,   (f, U - X) is clearly 0-connected and is   1-connected by 1.1.

To prove that iU, U - X) is  2-connected, let t > 0 and  V C U be given by

the  SLC  for  U.   Cover  X  with a finite number of open  ra-cell neighborhoods

\V.] of diameter less than  e such that   V. C V and r/.(V. - X) = 0 for each
i i i     i

i (Lemma 1.2).

First, consider the special case  f: iB  , S ) —» (V.,  V. — X).  Since

H.(V. - X) = 0, there is a map g: T2 —, V. - X where   T    is a compact,

connected, orientable surface with   Bd T   = S  , such that g|Bd T   = f\S .

Let  \C   \ be a mutually exclusive collection of  3-cells in  B    x [0, l]  such

that  C3 n Bd(B2 x [0, 1])  is a pair of disjoint  2-cells in  B2 x \1\,  W3 =

Cl(B2 x [0, l] - UC3)  is a cube with handles, and  Bd f/3  is homeomorphic
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to T2 union a 2-cell. Identify T2 with Cl[Bd E3 -(B2 x {0j U S1 x [0, l])]

and  B2 with B2 x \0\. Define F: Bd E3 -> V. by setting  E|B2 x {0} = /,

F|T2 = g, and F(z, t) = f(z) for each z £ S1,   t £ [0, l].  Extend E to a map

F': H   —> V. by the Tietze extension theorem. Now  F' restricted to the

centerline of each annulus  H    n C    is an e-loop in  V - X which is null-

homotopic in   U - X.   Thus  F' extends to   F": B    x [0, l] —» U such that

E"(B2 x UO is in  U - X.

In the general case, given /: (B , S ) —> (U, U - X), triangulate B    so

that the image of each   2-simplex that meets  X is in some   V..   By 1.1   we

may assume that / carries the  1-skeleton of B    into  U — X.   Repeated ap-

plication of the special case completes the proof.

Corollary 1.4.   Let X be as in the theorem,  n > 5.   Then for any poly-

hedron PCM with dim P < 2, there is a homeomorphism  h: M —> M with

compact support such that X O h(P) - 0 and h is ambient isotopic to the identity.

The proof is a standard application of Stalling's engulfing theorem [23].

Two loop conditions that have been studied previously are

(1) the cellularity criterion [17]: UViX C M) such that each loop in

V - X is null-homotopic in  U — X, and

(2) global   1 - ALG [8]: UViX C M) such that each loop in V - X which

is null-homologous in  V - X is null-homotopic in  U - X.

While (1) and (2) have proven useful, they impose intrinsic conditions

on the compactum  X itself, as demonstrated in the following proposition.

The first of these is property  1 - UV: UViX C M) such that each loop in  V

is null-homotopic in   U.   The proof that this is independent of the embedding

of X in a manifold is given in  [l].  The proof that the second property is

also intrinsic is similar.   On the other hand, the SLC does not impose intrin-

sic conditions on a compactum embedded in codimension > 3.

Proposition 1.5.   Suppose dim X < 72 - 3.

(a) X  satisfies the cellularity criterion if and only if X satisfies the

SLC and X is  1 — UV;  and

(b) X satisfies the global  1 — ALG condition if and only if X satisfies

the SLC and  UViX C M) such that imlj^: ttAV) —» 77,(f/)]  is abelian, where

j: V C U.

Proof.   For neighborhoods   U and  V of X and inclusion induced maps,

the diagram

77,(V-X)-*—,ni(U- X)

i*
77j(V)-*  TTX(U)
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has epic vertical homomorphisms by Lemma 1.1.  With the observations that

the global   1 - ALG condition is equivalent to   t/V(X C M)  such that image z^

is abelian, and that  V may be chosen so that each small loop in  V — X is

null homologous in  V - X (Lemma 1.2), the reader can easily supply the de-

tails of the various diagram chases.

2.   Compacta with the shape of a finite complex.   Let X be a compactum

in E" and suppose that  X has the shape of a finite complex K , 2k + 1 < ra.

We assume for convenience that X is connected.  By shape theory consider-

ations   [2], [l6], we can find a cofinal sequence  [t/J        of connected neigh-

borhoods of X with 'U., , C U. for each i, and maps  /.: K —► U.,   p.:1 + 1        1 ' r    ' 1 1    °i

U. —» K  such that if  K. = f .(K)  and  B11 denotes the inclusion of  U. into
1 1     ' i 1^ 1

U. for  i > /, then

(1) /. is a PL embedding for each   i,

(2) f .g. is homotopic to  B1J  if / < i,

(3) g.B''f. is homotopic to  1„, and

(4) B'Jf. is homotopic to /..

Lemma 2.1.    For i > j > I,   K.  is a strong deformation retract of U. in

U : that is, there exists a homotopy H: U. x I —' U    such that  H(x, 0) = x,

H(x, t) = x for all t £ I if x £ K., and Hix, l) £ K..1 ' 1 ' 1

Proof.    By  (3)  f .£ .  defines a weak retraction of   V. to   K..   Then, since

K. is an  ANR,   K. is a retract of  U. [22, Theorem 1.4.2].   By (2) and  (4)

B1 f .g . is the end of a deformation of  U. to   K. in   f,.   Hence,   K. is a de-"   ' i°i 11I '      1

formation retract of  f. in   U. \9, Chapter XV, Theorem 6.5].  Finally, a mod-

ification of  [22, Theorem 1.4.11] or  [9, Chapter XV, Theorem 8.1] shows

that   K. is a strong deformation retract of   f. in   t/„ since   f, is an  ANR.
1 ° 1 V I

Recall from   [26] that the polyhedron   P  in the   PL manifold M is said

to be  C-inessential for the polyhedron C C M if the inclusion map P —* M

is homotopic  rel(P O C)  to a map of  P into   C.   Hence, by Lemma 2.1, if

i >j > I, each polyhedron   P C f.  is   K.-inessential in  U..   This is used to

prove the following.

Lemma 2.2.   // U is any neighborhood of X, there is an  i such that

U. C U and each polyhedron  Pp,   p < ra - 3, in   U. is contained in a regular

neighborhood of K. in  U.

Proof.   Choose  i so  large  that   U        C U.    If   Pp C U.,   p < n -  3,

Lemma 49 of Zeeman  [26], together with the above remark shows that

P U  K. is contained in a polyhedron in   f.    j   which collapses to  Z U K.,

where  dim Z < p.   Thus, it suffices to put  Z in the interior of a regular

neighborhood of   K..  The proof is completed by induction as in the proof of

Zeeman's engulfing theorem  [26, Theorem 21], [19, Lemma 3], or [7, Lemma 2].
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Theorem 2.3.   Suppose that X C E" has the shape of a finite complex

Kk,   2k + 1 < 72, and dim X < n - 3.  If X satisfies the SLC, then for each

neighborhood U of X, there is a  PL  embedding f: K —> U such that X  is

contained in a regular neighborhood of f(K) in U.

Proof.   We apply engulfing techniques as in [17], [5], [8]. Let i be the

integer guaranteed by Lemma 2.2.   Put the  (n - 3)-skeleton of   U. in a regu-

lar neighborhood of  K. by Lemma 2.2, move the dual   2-skeleton off X by

Corollary 1.4, and then "slide" across the join structure to enclose  X  [24,

Lemma 8.l]. Then f(K) is the image of K. under the final stage of the re-

sulting isotopy.

Theorem 2.4.   Suppose that  X C E" has the shape of a finite complex

K ,   2k + 2 < 72  and dim X < n - 3.  If X has the SLC, then for each neigh-

borhood  U of X there exists a regular neighborhood N  of some  PL  embed-

ding of K in  E" such that X C Int N C U and N - X ^ Bd N x [0, l).

Proof.   Without loss of generality, we may assume that   U j C U.   By

Theorem 2.3, there is a PL embedding f: K —> U2 such that X is contained

in a regular neighborhood N of f(K) in   U2.   From the proof observe that  /

is isotopic to /. in  U. for some  /'.   Applying the theorem again, there is a

PL embedding / : K —> N O U. such that X is contained in a regular neigh-

borhood N' of / (K) in int N n U. and /    is isotopic to /.in  U. for some

i > j.   Then / is homotopic to /    in   U.  since /. is homotopic to  /. in   U.

by (4).

We now show that / is homotopic to /    in  N by finding a retraction of

U2 to  N.   By Lemma 2.1,   K. is a retract of  U2.  Therefore  f(K) is a retract

of  U2 also.  Let R: U2 —> f(K) be a retraction.  Since  N is a regular neigh-

borhood of f(K), there is a strong deformation retraction  D: N x I —* N of

N to f(K) where  D\N x \1\ is the retraction.  Define a map h: (U2 x \l\) U

(N x I) -> N by

h(x, t) = D(x, 2t) if x £ N,       0<t<V2,

h(x, t) = RD(x, 2-2t)    if x e N,       lA < t < 1,

h(x,  1) = R(x) if x £ U2.

Since  N is an  ANR,  77 extends to a map E: U   x I —> N.   The desired re-

traction is E|E2 x iOj.

Finally, / is ambient isotopic to /' in N by [14, Theorem 1.3]- Then

N is a regular neighborhood of f'(K) and N - Int N' S Bd N x [0, Y2]. The

theorem is proven by continuing in this fashion.

Remarks.    The first three results of this section are also true, without

the restriction  2k + 1 < n, whenever conditions (1) through  (4) can be satis-

fied.   For example, if X is a codimension 3 polyhedron topologically em-
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bedded with the  SLC  in  E", these conditions can be satisfied using   [4];

we do not know whether Theorem 2.4 holds in this case.

The results in this section generalize all or part of McMillan's cellu-

larity criterion [17, Theorem l], Duvall's and Daverman's weak flatness of

spheres results  [ll], [8], and Coram's semicellularity criterion [6, Theorem 6].

Finally, Theorem 2.4 shows that the inclusion map (X, x) —> (/V, x)

generates a pointed shape equivalence for any x e X.  Hence, if  X  has the

shape of a finite complex  K, then  (X, x)  has the pointed shape of (K, y)

for any x e X and any y £ K.

3.   Behavior of the small loops condition.   If A  is a space, let  CA de-

note the cone over A.

Theorem 3.1.    Let  A C X C Y be continua in a  PL  manifold M", where

A has property  1 - UV,  dim A < ra - 3, and the pair (V, Cl(V - X))  is ho-

meomorphic to  iX U CA, CA)  by a homeomorphism which is the identity on

X.   If  Y satisfies the  SLC, so does  X.

Proof.   We identify Cl(y - X) with CA = A x [0, l]/A x \1\ where A =

A x \0\. Given a neighborhood  U of X, choose  t e (0, l) so that A x [0, t]

C U and a PL submanifold W"  such that A x \t\ C int W C U - X and each

loop in   W is null homotopic in   U - X.   Choose   0 < t. < t < t2 < 1  such that

A x[ty t2] C int W.   Let

<5= minj4X u A x [0, tA), A xU2, l]/A x Hi,

diX u A x [0, tA, M- (7), diA x Uj, t2], M - int W)\

where  d is a metric on  M;   and let   U    be the  (5/2-neighborhood of   Y.  Note

that by the choice of 8, any connected subset of   U    that intersects the  5/2-

neighborhood of X U A x [0, tA and misses  int W is contained in   17.   By

hypothesis there is a neighborhood  V   of  Y and an ( > 0 such that each

2e-loop in  V   - Y is null homotopic in   U   - Y.   Let  V be the component of

V   - Cl W which contains  X.   We claim that  V and  e satisfy the statement

of the SLC for X in  U.   Let / be an e-loop in  V - X. Since dim CA < n — 2,

we may assume by Lemma 1.1 that / is a  2e-loop in   V - Y.   Hence,  / is

null homotopic in   f' - Y.   Let   F:  B     —•  U' -  Y   be  a map  such  that

F|c9B    =/.   We may assume that  F is   PL, and by putting   F in general posi-

tion with  dW we can find disks  jD.I in B     such that  B    - (LJD.) is con-
i i

tained in   F~KU)   and   Bd D. C F' \w).  By the choice of  W,  F\iB2-\jD.)2 i . ' w   i

extends to  H: B    —> U - X, so the proof is complete.

Corollary 3.2.   // K and L  are finite complexes such that   K collapses

to  L and h: Kk —> M"  is a topological embedding,   k < n - 2, such that hiK)

satisfies the SLC, then hiL)  satisfies the  SLC.
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Remark. The above proof is similar to those given in [18, Theorem l],

[ll, Theorem 3.l]- In McMillan's collapsing theorem [18], there is no codi-

mension restriction.   It is needed here since a tame embedding of  S x B',

i = 1, 2, in  En satisfies the SLC, but S"~    C E" does not because of linking.

It would be interesting to know conditions under which the union of sets

satisfying the small loops condition also satisfies the small loops condition.

It is not sufficient to assume that the intersection is nice, as is evident

from the fact that the union of two cellular arcs meeting in an endpoint of

each need not be cellular [3].  The following theorem gives a necessary and

sufficient condition on the intersection.   D. G. Stewart  L25], P. F. Duvall, Jr.

[10, Theorem 8.4]  and R. B. Sher  [21] have similar theorems for the cellu-

larity criterion.

Theorem 3.3.    Let  X-XuXbea compactum in a  PL  manifold Af"

where  Xj  and X2  are compacta satisfying the SLC and dim X < n — 2.

Then  X satisfies the  SLC  if and only if for every open set   U containing

X, there exists an open set  V with  X   = X    Pi X2 C V C U and a number

( > 0 sac/7 that each  e-loop in  V - X is null-homotopic in  U — X.

Proof.   Necessity follows from the definition of the  SLC.  To prove suf-

ficiency, let   U be a neighborhood of  X.   There exists a neighborhood   V.  of

X„ in U and a number er„ > 0 such that each e„-loop in  V Q - X is null-

homotopic in  U — X.   Next choose neighborhoods  U. of  X. (i = 1, 2) such

that  (Xj  n U2) U (X2 n Ej) C VQ.   There exist neighborhoods   V. of  X. in

U. and numbers  e. > 0  such that each  e.-loop in   V. — X. is null-homotopic
2 2 2 r 2 2 r

in   U. - X.  (i = 1    2).   Finally, let   V  be a neighborhood of X  and  8 > 0 be
2 2 .       y °

a number such that each set in  V of diameter less than  8 is contained in

some   V. (i = 0, 1 or 2).  Let  e= min!tn, e., e2, 8\. Suppose  / is an  e-loop

in   V - X.   If f(S1)CVQ, then / is null-homotopic in   U - X.   If /(S1) C V.

(i = 1, 2),  extend / to   E: B    —» U. - X..   By Lemma 1.1 we may assume that

B     is triangulated so that the image of the   1-skeleton misses  X, and the

image of each   2-simplex which intersects  X  has diameter less than  e and is

contained in  VQ.   By changing  E  in those   2-simplices whose images meet

X, we get a map  F': B    —> U - X as desired.

Corollary.3.4.   Suppose  K is a finite   1-complex and f: K —> E", n > 5,

is a topological embedding.   If K has a triangulation in which each   1-simplex

has cellular image and f(K)  is locally nice  [l3] at the image of each ver-

tex, then f(K) has arbitrarily small neighborhoods which are regular neigh-

borhoods of piecewise linear embeddings of K.
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